Source: Arminta Watkins
AHERF Development Office

Object: .17: completed "Ask the Student" forms; these were sent to alums who were to
ask a current student a question about their schooling, student life, ethics training,
managed care and business approaches to medicine, etc. Students from the classes of
1996-2000 answered individually. The students are as follows:

Therese Alban
Richard Amar
Matthew Asbell
Tamara Clark
Rebecca Davidson
Anthony Douglas
Laura Goldberg
Amy Goldfarb
Patrick Gregg
Regina Hampton
Sabriya Ischoof
Heather Jones
Scott MacLean
Narasim Murthy
Monica Norris
Adekemi Oguntala
Stephanie Page
Reeta Pecqueron
Charles Peters, Jr.
Kelly Pfeifer
Brian Popko
Dan Rakowski
Witney Rose
Tim Ruff
Greg Schumaker
Sachin Shah
Jakub Simon
Kyle Smith
Jason Stokes
Michelle Varughese
Milly Vidot
Jennifer Witrock
David Zlotkowsko

Date: 1996

Notes: The forms are filed individual under each student's name in the vertical files.